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Hi Kiddo’s

Today I will make you aware about a new term

named as “Neuroplasticity”.

NEUROPLASTICITY 

(The Wonder Brain)

Neuroplasticity is

the ability of neural

networks in the

brain that brings

change through

growth and

reorganization.

It is the understanding due to which experiences are

able to change our brains, and that our brain's

structure and capacity are not fixed. This is against

the popular belief that the brain's structure was

hard-wired and immutable. New research shows

that, actually brain has the ability power to change

based on experiences. Even in old age, the adult

brain retains neuroplasticity and is able to change

its structure and functions.
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How is it helpful for students?

At times students get disappointed and they think

that they are not able to understand or do well in a

particular subject or activity and don't have a future

scope in it or drop their favorite career thinking that

they don't have the aptitude to understand the

related subject.

But

Neuroplasticity

says that new

thoughts and

skills crave out

new pathways.

Repetition and

practice

strengthen those

pathways (forming

new habits). With

repeated and

direct attention

towards a desired

change, we all

have the ability to

restructure our brains & rewriting requires setting

new goals and practicing the healthy pursuit of

reward while the brain is creating new pathways.
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Learning new

language.

❖ Dance and

exercise.

❖ Practice,

Practice and

practice

❖ Playing

challenging

and new

games

❖ Learning and

trying new

things

Tips to attain neuroplasticity

❖ Try to bring a conscious positive change in

thoughts.

❖ By Practicing mindfulness.

❖ Meditation.

And the most important thing is that never give up

positivity in your life.

Mrs. Prerna Saini

(Special Educator)
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Pre-Primary and Pre School
Welcome Activities

Pre- Primary Wing

The journey of a new 

session began with a 

cheerful, happy note. 

The virtual class 

started with positive 

vibes created by 

chanting ‘AUM’.

Students were explained about the importance of the

festival and Punjabi culture. Dhol beats and Punjabi

folk music, Bhangra dance and students dressed in

Children enjoyed the interactive circle time, recitation,

and little warm up session. They discovered their

creative side by making flowers with thumb printing,

and decorating small cup of toffees.

Ms. Meenakshi N Kaur

Harvest Festival of Punjab-

Baisakhi (April 13, 2021)
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Punjabi attire added 

to the celebration. 

They enjoyed the 

activity of making cut-

out of Dhol and 

picture of corn crops 

to depict the 

happiness of farmers.

Ms. Meenu Khanna

EARTH DAY (April 22, 2021 )

Save Earth, Save life, Save Resources

Teachers sensitised

pre-primary students

about the conservation

of natural resources by

switching off lights and

fans , avoid wasting

water and electricity

and also minimising

the use of plastic bags.
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Students made ‘Earth’ in the tearing and pasting

activity and enjoyed hand printing. The tiny tots took

a pledge to keep their environment clean and plant

more trees.
Ms. Anjana Choudhary

Nothing tastes better 

than a refreshing glass 

of lemonade in 

summers.

Pre Primary wing 

celebrated Lemonade 

day on the last day 

before the Summer

Making LEMONADE (April 23,2021)

Break along with party food. Teachers demonstrated 

its preparation and benefits. Our tiny tots enjoyed 

every sip of tangy lemonade to quench their thirst.

Workers-the strength of the Nation (May 1, 2021)

Ms. Pooja Wadhwa

Labour day was celebrated to acknowledge the efforts 

of support staff.
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Mother - God on Earth (May 9, 2021)

Students made cards 

and thanked them 

through their rhymes 

and words of 

appreciation.

Ms. Anjana Choudhary

A mother laughs our

laughter, sheds our

tears, returns our

love, lives our joys,

and shares all our

hopes

and dreams. Primary

wing students

celebrated Mother's

Day by preparing

beautiful cards, tempting dishes, reciting rhymes,

and performing songs and dances for their mothers.

Ms. Ishita Nim
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Eid (May 14,2021)

Eid-Ul-Fitr, also

known as

Meethi Eid

marks the end of

the holy month

of Ramadan,

was celebrated

by our tiny tots.

They dressed in traditional attire and wished each

other ‘Eid Mubarak’.

A Son's First Hero

And A Daughter's First love is Father! 

FATHER'S DAY (June 20,2021)

Father's 

Day was celebrated 

by the Pre Primary 

wing to honour

fathers and celebrate 

fatherhood, paternal 

bond in society. 

Ms. Pooja Wadhwa
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Students presented card and trophy as a token of 

love to their Superheroes.

YOGA IS A LIGHT WHICH ONCE 

LIT,WILL NEVER DIM (June 21,2021)

The day started with warm up exercises which

was followed by doing various asanas and Omkar

chanting. Teachers encouraged the students to

practice regular yoga to remain mentally and

physically fit and to improve concentration.

International

Yoga Day was

celebrated by the

students of Pre

Primary wing

with great

enthusiasm.

Ms. Pooja Wadhwa

Ms. Ishita Nim

DRAWING AND COLOURING 

COMPETITION (JUNE 22 , 2021)

To strengthen fine motor skills, eye hand coordination 

and concentration, Drawing and Colouring competition
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was held. To

strengthen fine motor

skills, eye hand

coordination and

concentration,

Drawing and Colouring

competition was held.

The Pre School

toddlers enjoyed

colouring the picture

of 'A ball' and Pre Primary students drew a picture of a

rainy day and coloured it.
Ms. Anjana Choudhary

HINDI RECITATION COMPETITION

(JUNE 25,2021)

Reading through

books is not the only

medium of learning

but fun filled

activities and

competitions also
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enhance the learning process to a great extent.

Keeping this in mind Hindi Recitation Competition

was held to develop confidence, improve vocabulary

and help the students to get rid of stage fear.

Students

touched

different

areas with

their

impressive

poems

naming

Pani Bachao, Koshish karne valo ki kabhi haar nhi

hoti, pedo ka mehatav etc. Beautiful props used by

them enhanced their presentation.

Ms Meenu Khanna
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Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (April 2021)

The Interact Club of our school celebrated the month of 

April as 'Prevention of Cruelty to Animals'. To make this 

event successful, the club organised the following 

competitions :-

Senior Wing

b. Colours For Change : Students of classes VI-VIII 

made poster on the topic ‘HELP THE ANIMALS’ on A3 

sheet. They were judged on the basis of originality and 

creativity.

a. Feed Me Right 

Activity (III-V) 

: Students made 1-

minute speaking on 

RIGHT FOOD FOR 

ANIMALS , 

making use of props such as posters, photos of animals

and their food. They wore a purple ribbon on their wrist or

a purple stole as a symbol of support towards prevention

of animal cruelty.
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Position/
Event

I Position II Position III Position

Feed Me Right 
Activity (III-V)

Akshita Goel
IV A 

Sakshi Yadav 
IV A 

Himank Goyal 
III A 

Colours For 
Change
(VI-VIII)

Naman
Kumar 
Mason VII-A

Angel Bali 
VIII-C 

Unnati 
VII-C

Heroes to the 
Rescue activity
(IX-XII):

Priyanshu
Garg X C 

Priyanshi
Chaudhary 
XI A

Ayush Kumar 
XI A 

Anagha Nambiar XII A

c. Heroes to the 

Rescue activity (IX-

XII): Students were aske

d to use Blogspot or Word 

press to write a 300-400 

words blog on 'STOP 

ANIMAL 

ABUSE'. These were 

judged on the basis of 

presentation, originality, 

creativity and content.
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Number Pizza Activity (April 9, 2021)

The teachers and students of class I participated in a

fun and educative Number Pizza Maths

activity. Students cut out a circle and divided it into

eight parts resembling pizza slices. They were then

asked to paste bindis on each slice. The first slice

should had one bindi, the second slice had two, so

on and so forth. It was an engaging and creative way

for the students to practice numbers.

Mrs. Kanchan Chaudhary
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Creativity with Fruits and Vegetables
(April 9, 2021)

Fruits and

vegetables are

protective foods

to improve

health and stay

away from

diseases.

Students of

class II

used tomatoes,

cucumber, carrots, radish, apples, grapes, cabbage

and bananas to make attractive butterflies,

caterpillars, flowers, vegetable man and

octopus. Through this activity, children depicted the

importance of fruits and vegetables as an essential

part of our ‘balanced diet’. The output was

overwhelming and a treat for the eyes.

Mrs. Aparna Singh
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Baisakhi Celebrations (April 13, 2021)

Festivals bring joy

and happiness in

our

lives. Baisakhi, the

harvest festival

was enjoyed by

students of classes

I&II by dancing on

Bhangra beats and

preparing beautiful cards. They were also shown a

small animated video on the festival and apprised about

their culture and heritage. The celebration instilled the

feeling connectedness to each other.

Ramnavmi (April 20, 2021)

Ramnavmi is one of the most 

auspicious festivals of the 

Hindus, celebrated to mark the 

birth of Lord Ram. 

Mrs. Babita Sahni
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The students of classes I &II danced with zeal to the 

tunes of ‘Janme Avadh Mein Ram’, ‘Shree Ramchandra’, 

and Ramji Ki Nikli Sawari’. They were dressed up 

beautifully. The performance was appreciated by parents, 

students and management.

Earth Day (April 22, 2021)

Eco- Club of our school

celebrated World Earth Day by

conducting online activities on

the theme “Restore the

Earth”. Awareness about

coping up with the current

environmental challenges was

created through video

presentations.

Ms. Lilly Margaret

Students of classes I and II dressed up as “Mother

Earth” and recorded videos to explain why Earth

is considered a unique planet, while those from classes

III -V participated in poem recitation on the ‘blue planet’.
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Labour Day (May 1, 2021)

The occasion of Labour Day was 

celebrated by classes 1 and 2 to 

acknowledge the effort and hard work 

done by workers in different fields .

“ All labour that uplifts humanity has dignity and importance 

and should be undertaken with painstaking excellence “’

Teachers briefed the children about Labour Day and its

importance .To mark this day, students created videos by

wearing dresses belonging to the various occupations

‘Bird Houses’ were made using eco -friendly material by

the students of classes VI-VIII. They also spoke about

conservation of natural resources. Students of classes

IX-XII wrote slogans, poems and essays on how

humans are destroying planet Earth.

Red Roses were encouraged to observe the “Earth

Hour” by switching off lights in their houses for an hour.

All the activities were participated enthusiastically by

students who pledged to make the earth a green and

clean planet.
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and speaking about the tools used

to do the labour. To show their

gratitude , students dressed up as

a maid, driver, electrician , peon,

gardener and plumber. The young

ones were overwhelmed by this

act of thankfulness.

Mrs. Ambika Kaushik

Eid-ul-fitr (May 14, 2021)

Festivals are an expressive way to celebrate culture and 

traditions and to keep ourselves rooted to our values and 

glorious heritage.

Eid-ul-fitr was

celebrated with

great enthusiasm by

students of classes

I& II. They prepared

beautiful videos

depicting the

activities done to
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celebrate this pious 

festival like offering 

namaz, eating sewaiyan, 

wishing and greeting 

each other and wearing 

new clothes. They 

passionately indulged

themselves in making

beautiful hand cutouts,

wall hangings and

lanterns, each with a

‘dua’ or a wish for Allah

to fulfil like - ‘We wish

Corona runs away’; ‘We

wish that schools can

open soon’;‘May Allah keep everyone safe and healthy’

etc.The celebration of such festivals indeed plays an

important role in connecting the children with one

another and instilling a feeling of respect for every

religion. Mrs. Meenu Dutta
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Weather is all around us !! (April 16, 2021)

It is always fun doing 

creative activities about 

seasons and 

weather with younger 

minds.

Children of class II 

exhibited their creative 

work on the different 

seasons in form of 

informative videos.

They spoke about the food eaten , clothes worn ,

weather changes and other things associated with the

various seasons .

The enjoyable activity kept the children engaged,

activated their thinking and promoted constructivist

learning.

Magic with Science (April 16, 2021)

Mrs. Ambika Kaushik

Science can be fun . To teach children that science is

involved in our day to day activities, children of class
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II performed small experiments during summer vacation.

They created magic with science by taking ingredients

available at home such as turmeric, lemon, vinegar, eggs

and salt. The easy science experiments done by them

cleared their basic concepts. They enthusiastically

performed these experiments and learnt so many

concepts in fun way.

Mrs. Babita Sahni
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116 French Students from 

class VI to X of our school 

participated 

enthusiastically in a 3-

day virtual tour to Paris 

for 1.5 hours each 

day, organized by 

Memories Makers. 

Live Virtual Tour to Paris (May11-13)

The tour covered all

the important tourists sites

including Eiffel tower, The Seine

river, The Louvre Museum and

architecture of Paris.

French shops,

bakeries, cafés, post

office and wine shops

were also

shown. Along with
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the amazing sightseeing activities, French vocabulary

was also improved by introducing prepositions, traffic

rules, counting, different colours, and expressions for

polite conversation.

The tour was amusing and informative. It ended with

questionnaire and quiz each day. Participation

certificates were awarded to all the students.

Ms. Mahima Chautani

Happy Birthday Ma’am (May 21)

As the clock struck 0:00,

the midnight of 20th and

21st May, Dr. Anuradha

Mehta, our beloved

Principal received a

pleasant surprise in the

form of a video, created

specially by the Red

Roses family to give her

the birthday wishes.
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The video 

comprised 

glimpses 

of her 

lighter 

moments

with friends and family, birthday messages from all staff

members and the students. In their messages teachers

expressed their gratitude for the emotional security,

professional guidance and a friendly environment

provided by her. Principal ma'am was overwhelmed by

this unique gesture of her dear students, teachers and

other staff members .

Father’s Day (June 20, 2021)

International Father’s day was

celebrated with great fervour and

jest by the students. To show their

gratitude and love toward their

superheroes students shared their

pics with their fathers.

Ms Nisha Kathayat
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International Yoga Day (June 21,2021)

They prepared meals and

small gifts as a token of

appreciation for their fathers

and shared the pictures

with their teachers and

friends .The beautiful

pictures showing the great

bonding were then

compiled into a beautiful

Every year 21 June is

celebrated as International

Yoga Day. The theme for

this year was ‘Yoga at home

and Yoga with Family’. Our

school planned plethora of

activities for teachers,

students and parents keeping the theme in mind.
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emotional video and uploaded on our official facebook

page. Ms Nisha Kathayat



Yoga classes were conducted

daily during virtual assembly

throughout the week. Students

happily did different asanas with

their family members, clicked

pics and then sent them to their

teachers.
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Other activities dedicated to Yoga Day celebration were

Poster making and slogan writing. These activities were

conducted in the virtual classes. Yoga session was

conducted for parents and teachers by Mr Surender Arya

and Mrs Sunita Gosain. The pics and videos of the various

activities were compiled in a single video and published on

the official facebook page of the school.

Students of classes V-XII

participated in a quiz on Yoga,

organised by the government

of India. They enthusiastically

took part in the quiz and were

provided certificates for the

same.

Ms. Nisha Kathayat


